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Abstract

This study explores whether political socialization in Taiwan affects the political attitudes of Chinese students who study in Taiwan, transforming them into critical citizens. A panel study was conducted to examine the level of change in institutional trust in the Communist Party of China, the central government, and the military among Chinese students studying in Taiwan, and to explain change based on political socialization theory and social contact theory. This study found that, after living and studying in Taiwan for four months, Chinese students gradually became critical citizens. Their degree of trust in the institutions of China decreased an average of 0.37 (7.64 percent). Factors that led to a decrease in institutional trust among the Chinese students were visiting a local government agency in Taiwan, visiting the National Palace Museum, frequently interacting with Taiwanese friends, attending the flag-raising ceremony on New Year’s Day, having a more negative evaluation of the CPC’s performance, and having a decreased preference for the Chinese government. According to the study’s findings, if we wish to change the level of trust toward Chinese institutions among Chinese students studying in Taiwan, the following four approaches may be effective: publicize government performance; encourage cross-Strait friendships; encourage discussions among peers; and avoid cross-Strait confrontations.
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A dispute over sovereignty exists between Taiwan and China, and Taiwan’s security is threatened by China.\(^1\) In the *Report of the 19th National Congress of the Communist Party of China*, Xi Jinping, the general secretary of the Communist Party of China (CPC), stated that the Chinese people resolutely oppose separatist forces advocating “Taiwan independence,” and that the entire Chinese nation never will allow anyone to carry out separatist activities.\(^2\) Under China’s growing prosperity, John Mearsheimer predicted that China eventually would force reunification with Taiwan. Should this situation arise, Taiwan would have three recognized options: nuclear deterrence, conventional deterrence, or the “Hong Kong strategy.”\(^3\) However, are these options the only three available to Taiwan?

Political socialization has shaped multiple identities among Chinese students.\(^4\) Chinese students who study in Taiwan can be divided into two categories: short-term exchange students, and matriculated students studying for a degree. From 2011 to 2018, the total number of exchange students from China was 188,263. In 2018, the total number of degree students was 9,006.\(^5\) There has been a yearly increase in the number of Chinese students studying in Taiwan, and study can change the political attitudes of Chinese students attending Taiwan’s universities. The experience can transform them into critical citizens who will promote democratization in China,\(^6\) which, in turn, can lead to the protection of Taiwan’s sovereignty. This outcome is a pursuit worthy of Taiwan’s efforts.

“Critical citizens” refers to individuals who are skeptical about political institutions, yet firmly support democratic values and principles.\(^7\) From a theoretical viewpoint, “political trust” refers to the public’s confidence in a government and can be used as a measure of whether the public believes that governmental actions are consistent with its expectations.\(^8\) Chinese with high
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levels of political trust have remained aligned with the authoritarian nature of the regime in China.⁹ Chinese with low political trust are akin to critical citizens,¹⁰ who could promote the democratization of China.¹¹ Accounts of Chinese students who have studied in Taiwan show a decrease in their political trust regarding China following their experience of studying abroad. The Taiwanese government’s policies and actions effectively have stimulated these students to reflect on the appropriateness of governmental policy in China, and even to advocate that China should emulate Taiwan’s political model.¹²

Because schools are a primary agent of political socialization, the experiences of Chinese students studying in Taiwan—whether for short-term research or for an academic degree—can be viewed as a process of political socialization.¹³ Formal education helps students to ascertain their political orientation and behavioral patterns by giving them an overview of political systems and social values.¹⁴ Thus, from a theoretical standpoint, we can expect the political attitudes of Chinese students studying in Taiwan to change in a direction that facilitates the democratization of China. However, experimental verification is required to confirm what the actual effects are and how they can be amplified. To fill this research gap, the researchers conducted a panel study to explore change in trust toward Mainland China regime institutions among Chinese students studying in Taiwan, and to explain observed changes based on political socialization theory and social contact theory.

---

**Literature Review**

**Political Trust**

Political trust refers to the extent to which the people believe that government administration is in line with their expectations, which includes individuals’ perceptions, emotions, and evaluations. The subject of political trust arose from David Easton’s description of the targets of political support—the political community, the regime, or authorities. Based on this reasoning, regimes can be further subdivided into political institutions or norms. The targets of political support are divided differently, retaining the category of the political community, incorporating political actors as a new category, and subdividing the regime into regime principles, regime performance, and regime institutions. This categorization of the targets of trust can be simplified by dividing the assessment of political trust into measuring both the target and the substance of trust. The targets of trust include the political community, regime principles, and regime institutions; among these, trust in regime institutions is the most common indicator of political trust. The essence of political trust specifically refers to policy formulation, integrity, and the reliability of political actors.

Some studies used political trust as an indicator in an investigation of the factors influencing political attitudes among Chinese students studying in Taiwan. However, questionnaire items commonly used in Taiwan may be inappropriate for Chinese students because of cross-Strait differences between
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the corresponding political systems. For example, one of the items assessing the reliability of government officials was “Government officials often waste taxes paid by the people.” When Taiwanese citizens disagree with this statement, it can be interpreted as trust in the reliability of government officials. However, some students from China said that they “don’t think of taxes in that way” because “we’ve been taught in China that the Communist Party supports us, not that we support the government workers.” Furthermore, the “political actors” who are alluded to in political trust typically refer to the government or government officials. Because China is governed by the CPC, this definition does not reflect the true source of power in China. Finally, trust in regime institutions is the most commonly used indicator in intercountry comparisons of political trust. Based on these three reasons, the study used regime institutions as the indicator in the assessment of political trust.

An operational definition of trust in regime institutions can be found in a study conducted in China, in which participants were interviewed regarding their level of trust in thirteen institutions. Based on the principle of the separation of powers, it would be most appropriate to define these regime institutions as the central government, the National People’s Congress, and the Supreme People’s Court. Adapting this definition to the power situation in China, which is governed by one party, the study defines regime institutions as the central government, the National People’s Congress, and the CPC.

Based on the CPC’s tradition that “political power grows out of the barrel of a gun,” and the view of the National People’s Congress as a rubber stamp for the CPC and various governmental departments, it is reasonable to substitute the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) for the National People’s Congress. Furthermore, the indicator of whether the power of each successor to China’s top leadership post has been secure—whether it has been Jiang Zemin, Hu Jintao, or Xi Jinping—is whether he also has held the position of general secretary of the CPC, president of the People’s Republic of China, and chairman of the Central Military Commission. Thus, the institutional trust analyzed in this study refers to one’s trust in the CPC, the central government, and the PLA.

---

Factors Affecting Institutional Trust

In China, factor affecting the public’s political trust can be categorized into one of the following: modernization, political mobilization, cultural values, institutional performance,27 or perceived social mobility.28 These five categories can be simplified into two categories: cultural and institutional.29 Cultural theorists have advocated that political trust is exogenous and is a personality characteristic formed by a person’s life experiences. Institutional theorists also have advocated that political trust is endogenous and is a person’s rational reaction in response to institutional performance.30 Both cultural and institutional theorists value the effects of individual life experiences; the difference is that cultural theorists emphasize early life experiences, while institutional theorists emphasize later life experiences.31

In this essay, the changes in institutional trust among Chinese students studying in Taiwan are explored. Although significant importance is attached to the impact of their life experiences, the focus of the study is on changes due to the effects of the political learning process and cross-group contact. The concept of political learning originated from political socialization theory, while the concept of cross-group contact is based on social contact theory. Detailed analyses are included in the following paragraphs.

Political Socialization Theory

Change in institutional trust among Chinese students studying in Taiwan can be regarded as a result of political learning, which is considered a stage of political socialization. Political socialization is represented at both individual and societal levels. At the individual level, political socialization emphasizes individuals’ specific growth processes, including political learning at various stages of life.32 At the societal level, political socialization refers to the process of passing down political culture to the next generation.33 Since the Chinese students in this study were given the freedom to choose their courses and arrange their own trips and visits, the political socialization process originated mainly in the political learning process.

30 Mishler and Rose, “What Are the Origins of Political Trust?” 31-34.
Political learning effects can be interpreted according to four models. The lifelong persistence model emphasizes that the specific political attitude that is acquired by an individual through learning is likely to remain unchanged for life. The life-cycle model suggests that an individual’s political attitude is apt to change at various stages of life. The generational model implies that individuals born during the same generational period tend to be affected by the same political environment, therefore, their political attitudes are significantly different from those of other generations. The lifelong openness model argues that the political attitudes of individuals can be altered by absorbing new information. In this study, the lifelong openness model was adopted to investigate the changes in the institutional trust of the research subjects, as it is the author’s belief that individuals’ political attitudes indeed change throughout their lives. However, the possibility of change does not necessarily imply that actual change will take place. The key to the occurrence of change lies in the emergence of unexpected information and events.

Political socialization comes through four main agents: family, school, peers, and the public media. Since the family plays the role of satisfying basic and innate needs, its influence lies at the center of shaping political character. Through observation and interaction, children are inclined to inherit their parents’ attitudes and opinions about politics. Teachers play the role of conveying the overall image and social values of the political system and instilling in students a sense of patriotism and respect toward the political system of their state. Individuals’ social networks tend to influence their political attitudes and behaviors. When the homogeneity of the group is high, the members are likely to strengthen the original experience and values of one another. In a peer group with high heterogeneity, members of low and
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middle social status are likely to abandon their original attitudes and adopt the viewpoints of members of a higher social status. Mass media stimulates the political interests and participation of individuals, and thus may change people’s political attitudes. The government can enhance its legitimacy and minimize criticism through control of the educational system and the public media.

The political socialization effects of family, school, and peers are revealed through political discourse. Political discourse, from a narrow perspective, refers to the conscious exchange of opinions about public affairs by individuals. From a broad perspective, political discourse refers to any dialogue involving public affairs in everyday life. The research subjects of this study were Chinese students who studied in Taiwan; hence, any political discourse in which they participated was more likely to be unintentional than preconceived. For that reason, the concept of broad political discourse was adopted in the study. Through political discourse, individuals are able to obtain information concerning political affairs and improve their understanding of political realities. Other parties to the discourse become the key influencers of political preferences; the selection of such parties depends on the social environment. Since the target students were separated from their families and teachers in Mainland China, they tended to discuss political affairs with fellow students who also had traveled to Taiwan, as well as with Taiwanese classmates and teachers.

Political socialization by school and peers also can be achieved through participation in various extracurricular activities. College students participating in extracurricular activities indicate the establishment of social relations and
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46 Yang and Tang, “Exploring the Sources of Institutional Trust in China,” 422.
norms, which may include reciprocity, social trust, and different forms of social capital. By actively participating in extracurricular activities, which customarily includes contributing to and cooperating with other members to achieve group goals, students gain the opportunity to increase their self-confidence and self-control. It is expected, therefore, that their concepts of civic virtue and political participation will be enhanced.50 In addition, participation in extracurricular activities demonstrates a willingness to change the surrounding environment; such participation is conducive to developing skills in leadership and social responsibility, establishing group status, and encouraging active citizenship.51 In summary, participating in extracurricular activities requires students to cooperate with others and to build social networks and trust. The result of such cooperation may develop confidence in and a sense of control over one’s environment as well as facilitate active participation in public affairs. Previous studies of Taiwanese university students have shown that participation in extracurricular activities had no significant influence on their political efficacy; however, it had a significant positive relationship with participation in protest activities.52

Social Contact Theory

Visits by Mainlanders to Taiwan provide an opportunity for the members of Chinese and Taiwanese societies, alike, to communicate with one another. Social contact theory indicates that the interaction among individuals from diverse groups affects the attitudes and behaviors of the groups’ members. Social contact can be divided into two types: contacts among true acquaintances, and among casual contacts. The contacts among true acquaintances are conducive to eliminating existing biases, while casual contacts may reinforce original biases.53 Friends and relatives are the main true acquaintances. Since true acquaintances know and trust one another, it is easier for them to eliminate preexisting prejudices.54 Those who are able to experience goodwill through cross-Strait exchange are thereby afforded the opportunity to generate mutual trust and establish a more empathetic network

52 Lu-huei Chen and Hsin-hao Huang, “Shehueihua meijie, zaisyue jingyan yu Taiwan dasyuesheng de jhengjih gongsiao yishih he jhengjih canyu” [Socialization agents, college experience, political efficacy and political participation among college students in Taiwan], East Asia Studies 38, no. 1 (2007): 37.
54 Ibid., 263-268.
Casual contacts may enhance individuals’ intergroup anxiety and group-oriented perceived threats, rather than generate empathy; hence, casual contacts are not conducive to eliminating prejudice. Contacts between individuals who are not familiar with one another, such as strangers and friends of relatives and friends, are generally considered casual contacts. Since little mutual trust and understanding exist between casual contacts, they are more likely to develop biased opinions toward one another. Because of the biased reporting of the Taiwanese mass media, it is common for the Taiwanese to perceive individuals from Mainland China as having bad social habits, such as line-jumping, spitting, and speaking too loudly in public. Since Taiwan opened the tourism market to Mainland China, the behaviors of some tourists indeed have corresponded with the negative images portrayed by the media, serving to reinforce the negative stereotypes of people from Mainland China among the Taiwanese public.

Repeated social contact can reduce discrimination against individuals and ethnic groups. Intergroup contact enhances individuals’ knowledge about the outgroup, thereby reducing anxiety about intergroup contact, increasing empathy, and promoting the ability to see matters from the perspective of others. Intergroup contact facilitates the establishment of friendship and further reduces the likelihood of discrimination and hostility. For that reason, individuals who have friends from various races and ethnicities are less likely to discriminate against others and thus are more likely to accept immigrants.
The majority of existing studies have found that intergroup contact tends to lead to fewer prejudices. Factors that contribute to positive contact outcomes include equal status, common goals, cross-group cooperation, official support, and potential friendship among interacting groups. In addition, compared to the frequency of exchange, the willingness to exchange and interact with one another is more conducive to the enhancement of trust and cooperation. The interaction and mutual help between students from Mainland China and Taiwan are in line with social contact theory, thus likely to weaken Chinese students’ support for imposed unification of Taiwan by the CPC.

It has been shown that, worldwide, Chinese have the highest levels of trust in their political institutions. Therefore, in this study, the biases of Chinese students refer to their high degree of trust in Chinese political institutions. The elimination of such biases implies the reduction of institutional trust, while an increase in institutional trust indicates the strengthening of such biases. Eliminating bias through social contact also can be understood as assimilation. Assimilation refers to the gradual minimization and elimination of ethnic, cultural, and social differences. The assimilation of immigrants can be divided into four categories: cultural, structural, marital, and identification. Cultural assimilation, also known as acculturation, refers to integration into the mainstream culture of society. Structural assimilation refers to joining a mainstream extracurricular activity or forming a friendship with a local. Marital assimilation refers to the marriage of an immigrant to a local individual. Assimilation through identification refers to the development of member identity based on mainstream society. The likely modes for Chinese students might include cultural, structural, and identity assimilation. Since the Chinese students in the study were in Taiwan for a short-term academic exchange, it is unlikely that they experienced marital assimilation.

An increase in the prejudice of Chinese students through social contact can be regarded as the promotion of their original social identity. Social identity refers to acknowledgement of belonging to a social group, and understanding the values and emotional significance of belonging to that
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Social identity theory emphasizes individuals’ categorization, identification, and comparison of groups. Through social categorization, the systematic meanings of individuals and others can be identified, as well as the positions of the individuals in the social environments. When an individual perceives that he or she belongs to a specific group, the person has formed a corresponding social identity. Individuals with strong social identities tend to actively promote the status of their groups to enhance their self-esteem. Chinese students with deep group identity are more likely to develop greater Chinese identity and political trust when confronted with negative information in Taiwan regarding the Chinese government, because such criticism tends to challenge their sense of self-respect as well as their patriotism.

**Research Hypotheses**

Based on the above literature review, six hypotheses were proposed concerning the changes in institutional trust among Chinese students in Taiwan. These hypotheses address the influences of political learning, political performance evaluation, cultural assimilation, structural assimilation, identification assimilation, and social identity.

The political learning hypothesis, which stems from the lifelong openness model of political socialization theory, emphasizes the effect of unintended information and events on the changes in the institutional trust of students. Visiting local government agencies in Taiwan was used as a proxy variable. Chinese students who encounter local government agencies in Taiwan are surprised that “there are no security guards at the doors, interrogating visitors; the public is free to come and go.” The students’ impressions of Taiwanese governmental agencies were unexpected. They described the agencies as modest, friendly, and restrained, and expressed agreement with the statement, “Government agencies are places that exist to meet public demand, and their main objective is to provide convenience for the public.” After visiting
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76 Zhiti Li, “Qing Qinzi Lai Tingyiting Kanyikan” [Come see and hear for yourself], in *Taiwanren Kan Dalu Daluren Kan Taiwan: Liangan Zhengwen Xuancui 3* [The Taiwanese seeing the Mainland and Mainlanders seeing Taiwan: Selected cross-Strait essays 3], ed. Futian Rong (Taipei: Shangxun, 2012), 129-133, and Cai, *Wozai Taiwan, Wozheng Qingchuan*, 174-185.
local government agencies, Chinese students who were impressed by their friendliness toward the public, compared to the detached bureaucracy and skepticism of Chinese regional governments,77 tended to experience decreased trust in Mainland China’s institutions. Thus, the study formulated Hypothesis 1 as follows:

Hypothesis 1: Chinese students who visit a local government agency in Taiwan are more likely to experience decreased trust in Mainland China’s institutions than students who do not visit such agencies.

The political performance evaluation hypothesis, which stems from political socialization agents, emphasizes the influence of schools, peers, and the mass media. Evaluations of the performance of the Chinese government were used as a proxy variable. Both receiving information from foreign media and having overseas experience have been determined as changing individuals’ evaluations of and trust in their own government.78 After arriving in Taiwan, the Chinese students realized that they were able to obtain more news on China in Taiwan than they could back home, particularly negative news.79 It was inevitable that the Chinese students would be involved in political discussions about cross-Strait relations with Taiwanese students and teachers as well as with students from Mainland China. Consequently, the Chinese students were able to see a different China through the eyes of the Taiwanese students and teachers, and had the opportunity to realize that the majority of Taiwanese retain a negative perception of Mainland China.80 In addition, studying in Taiwan exposed Chinese students to negative information regarding the Chinese government. As a result, these students could develop a “Taiwanese identity.” Indeed, more than half the students believed that the Chinese government should learn from the Taiwanese government.81 The information communicated by the media and the political discussions they encountered may have encouraged the Chinese students to adopt a more democratic standard when evaluating the performance of government. Therefore, it was expected that their satisfaction toward the Chinese government was likely to be reduced,

79 Cai, Wozai Taiwan, Wozheng Qingchun, 21.
leading to a reduction of their trust in Mainland China’s institutions. A second hypothesis was thus proposed:

Hypothesis 2: Chinese students whose evaluation of the CPC’s performance becomes more negative are more likely to experience decreased trust in Mainland China’s institutions than those whose evaluations are more positive.

The cultural assimilation hypothesis, which stems from social contact theory, emphasizes the effect on institutional trust of enhancing knowledge about the outgroup. Visiting the National Palace Museum in Taipei was used as a proxy variable. In cultural assimilation, culture can be viewed as a set of values and customs that are meaningful to members of the society in which such values and customs apply. Culture is generally divided into high culture and popular culture. Examples of high culture are literature and art, which typically are attractive to the elites of a society. By contrast, popular culture refers to activities that appeal to the masses. The National Palace Museum in Taipei, whose price of admission is affordable for the general public, houses the largest collection of artefacts that preserve Chinese cultural heritage. Thus, the National Palace Museum combines the characteristics of both high and popular culture. Chinese students who visit the National Palace Museum are likely to perceive a stark contrast between the destruction of artefacts during China’s Cultural Revolution and the abundance of artefacts preserved by the Museum. This may further lead to the conclusion that authentic Chinese culture has survived in Taiwan. This difference in the treatment of artefacts may cause Chinese students to question the administration of the CPC, leading to decreased trust in the regime’s institutions. Accordingly, the study formulated Hypothesis 3 as follows:

Hypothesis 3: Chinese students who visit the National Palace Museum are more likely to experience decreased trust in Mainland China’s institutions than those who do not visit the museum.

The structural assimilation hypothesis stresses the influence of empathy developed from contact with true acquaintances. The frequency of interaction with Taiwanese friends was used as a proxy variable. Friends are considered the main true acquaintances. Individuals who have friends from ethnic groups other than their own are better able to understand the feelings of and empathize with other individuals; hence, their ethnic biases tend to be low.
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The frequency of interaction between Chinese students and their Taiwanese friends facilitates interpersonal trust; hence, they are more likely to experience a value shift. Through interactions with such social capital, Chinese students are more likely to recognize the assessments of their Taiwanese friends of the Chinese government, thus reducing their trust in Mainland China’s institutions. Accordingly, Hypothesis 4 was proposed:

Hypothesis 4: Chinese students studying in Taiwan who frequently interact with Taiwanese friends are more likely to experience decreased trust in Mainland China’s institutions than students who do not interact with Taiwanese friends as frequently.

The identification assimilation hypothesis, which combines social contact and political socialization theories, focuses on the in-depth influences of political learning, political performance evaluation, cultural assimilation, and structural assimilation. Participation in the flag-raising ceremony on New Year’s Day was used as a proxy variable. Individuals create their own identity based on varying degrees of pressure, incentive, and freedom. When an individual accepts the influence of a given group to establish and maintain a satisfying self-defining relationship, his or her group identity is formed. In most cases, individuals live happily with multiple group identities, and change their identities according to the needs of the environment. Chinese students studying in Taiwan view the cross-Strait governments as governments in competition. Therefore, comparing the governing outcomes of the two governments is common among these students. The experiences of Chinese students can be summarized as follows: “Taiwan’s literacy, freedom, and humane policies have not only impressed and attracted Chinese students, but have also made them reflect on Mainland Chinese society and policies. More than half of Chinese students [studying in Taiwan] would like to live in Taiwan.” When Chinese students have the desire to immigrate to Taiwan, their psychological attachment to the government of Taiwan comes from their approval of its performance and policies to the point of wishing to live under such governance. This identification with the Taiwanese government

can be classified as an effect of government performance, and an example of an external manifestation of this identification is attending the flag-raising ceremony on the Founding Day of the Republic of China (New Year’s Day). Thus, the study formulated Hypothesis 5:

**Hypothesis 5:** Chinese students who attend the flag-raising ceremony on New Year’s Day in Taiwan are more likely to experience decreased trust in Mainland China’s institutions than students who do not attend.

The social identity hypothesis, which also stems from social contact theory, demonstrates the impact of threat perception following casual contact. The preferences of the Chinese government were used as a proxy variable. Chinese students are required to receive political instruction at various stages of education, hence, official statements have infiltrated their intuitive responses.\(^{87}\) The proportion of Chinese college students who feel close to the state was previously determined to be 95 percent;\(^ {88}\) the nationalistic sentiment of the Chinese people is thus considered to be the highest in the world.\(^ {89}\) Because the CPC claims that it will not abandon the use of force against Taiwan and the Chinese government restricts Taiwan’s participation in international events as an independent state, Taiwanese students generally have a negative perception of Mainland China. If the Chinese students in the study possessed high group identity, they tended to promote China’s status to improve their self-esteem. When such students are confronted with negative information regarding China, and when they lack trust in and understanding of the disseminators of this information, neither the Chinese students nor the disseminators of adverse information are likely to show empathy toward one another. As a result, their threat perception is likely to increase, stimulating self-respect and patriotism. For this reason, students who have a strong preference for the Chinese government are likely to embellish the image of the Chinese government, leading to greater trust in the CPC, the central government, and the PLA. Hence, Hypothesis 6 was proposed:

**Hypothesis 6:** Chinese students studying in Taiwan whose preference for the Chinese government increases, experience a corresponding increase of trust in Mainland China’s institutions.

---


Data, Measurement, and Methods

The subjects of this study were short-term research exchange students from China who were enrolled in a single Taiwanese university between September 2010 and January 2011. The university was chosen primarily because the number and distribution of Chinese students were convenient for data collection: the university’s 267 Chinese students originated from thirty-three distinct universities in China. Among them, 38.5 percent were from twelve “Project 985” elite universities,\(^{90}\) 30.7 percent were from nine “Project 211” universities,\(^ {91}\) and 30.7 percent were from twelve other universities.\(^ {92}\) The distribution of differences thus was conducive to exploring the commonality among subjects of the study.

The first questionnaire was distributed on September 23, 2010, during an orientation seminar in the first week of school. The self-administered questionnaire was distributed to 267 students, and 206 responses were received. The second questionnaire was distributed on January 9, 2011, seventeen weeks after the beginning of the term. The questionnaire was distributed to 267 students, and 233 responses were received. The demographic data of the respondents was used to compare the two surveys in order to identify samples that could be used in the panel study. Initially, email addresses provided for the two surveys were examined; a match ensured that the two surveys were answered by the same respondent. However, some respondents did not provide an email address or provided different ones. In these situations, we examined responses to questions such as province in which their school is located, province of residence, sex, year of birth, years in school, and the college attended in Taiwan. Thus, only 115 questionnaires were valid for the panel study.

Among the 115 participants in the panel study, 96.4 percent were born between 1986 and 1991. Female and male students comprised 74.8 percent and 25.2 percent, respectively. A total of 98.3 percent were undergraduate students.
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\(^{90}\) These twelve “Project 985” universities are Harbin Institute of Technology; Huazhong University of Science and Technology; Jilin University; Lanzhou University; Nanjing University; Northeastern University; Ocean University of China; Shandong University; University of Electronic Science and Technology of China; Wuhan University; Xiamen University; and Xi’an Jiaotong University.

\(^{91}\) The nine “Project 211” universities are Beijing Jiaotong University; Chang’an University; Communication University of China; Guangxi University; Guizhou University; Hefei University of Technology; Jinan University; Southwest Jiaotong University; and Southwest University.

\(^{92}\) The other twelve universities are Anhui Science and Technology University; Chengdu University of Traditional Chinese Medicine; China Three Gorges University; China West Normal University; Guangdong Communications Polytechnic; Guangdong University of Foreign Studies; Guangzhou University of Chinese Medicine; Guangzhou University; Huaqiao University; Shantou University; Wenzhou Medical College; and Zhuhai College of Jilin University.
and 1.7 percent were postgraduate students. In terms of their household registration (or huji), 79.1 percent were from urban areas and 19.1 percent were from rural areas.

**Dependent Variable: Institutional Trust**

The items used to measure institutional trust were as follows:

“How much trust do you have in the CPC?” (你對於中國共產黨的信任程度怎麼樣？)

“How much trust do you have in the central government?” (你對於中國中央政府的信任程度怎麼樣？)

“How much trust do you have in the PLA?” (你對於中國解放軍的信任程度怎麼樣？)

A six-point scale was used to measure the students’ trust, with values ranging from 1 (absolute distrust) to 6 (absolute trust). The mean score of the three items was calculated. The higher the value, the higher the degree of institutional trust. The change in value was obtained by subtracting the value of the first set of data from the value of the second set of data. The maximal value was ±5. A larger value represented a greater increase in institutional trust in the CPC, the central government, and China’s military following arrival in Taiwan.

In this study, exploratory factor analysis was employed to extract the factors with an eigenvalue greater than 1. Next, 0.5 was used as the threshold value of the factor loading cut-off to test the construction validity of the institutional trust scale. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) value of the scale was 0.62, and the chi-square value of Bartlett’s test of sphericity was 140.41 (df = 3, p < 0.001), indicating that the three items had common factors and were suitable for factor analysis. The eigenvalues of the three items were all greater than 1; the factor loadings had a value of between 0.71 and 0.92; the commonalities were between 0.50 and 0.84; and the total explainable variation was 71.46 percent. Therefore, the three items belonged to the same factor. The Cronbach’s α of the three items was 0.80, indicating that the internal consistency of the scale was satisfactory.

**Independent Variables**

**Political Learning**

The question used to measure political learning was: “Have you visited any local government agencies during your stay in Taiwan? Local government agencies include county (municipality) government and public offices at the township, town, city, and district levels.” (你來台期間是否有參觀地方行政機構
Performance Evaluation
The study assessed the participants’ evaluations of the CPC’s performance by eliciting their views in seven dimensions: judicial independence; sovereignty of the people; separation of powers; right to equality; right to life; freedom of expression; and freedom of association. The questionnaire items that elicited these views were adopted from the Asian Barometer Survey. Responses to each question were measured using a four-point scale, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly agree). During the analysis, the responses to the sovereignty of the people and separation of powers items were reverse-coded. The average of the responses to the seven items was calculated. The lowest (highest) possible value was 1 (4). A larger value represents a more positive evaluation of the government’s performance. The Cronbach’s α value for the seven items was 0.84 for the first dataset and 0.85 for the second dataset. The change in value was obtained by subtracting the value of the first dataset from the value of the second dataset. The maximal theoretical value for this change was ±3. A larger value represents a more positive increase in the evaluation of the Chinese government’s performance.

Cultural Assimilation
The question used to measure cultural assimilation was, “Have you visited the National Palace Museum during your stay in Taiwan?” (你來台期間是否有參觀故宮博物院經驗?) Six options were provided: “never”; “once”; “twice”; “three times”; “four times”; and “five times or more.” During the analysis, the responses were divided into “with” and “without” corresponding experience.

Structural Assimilation
The Chinese students were asked how frequently they interacted with Taiwanese friends. The question was, “How often do you communicate with your Taiwanese friends (one-on-one communication, including verbal

93 The items that assessed the seven dimensions are as follows: “Our current courts always punish the guilty even if they are high-ranking officials.” (法院一定會讓罪犯得到處罰，政府高級官員也不例外。) “Between elections, the people have no way of holding the government responsible for its actions.” (選舉結束後，人民沒有任何辦法約束政府的所作所為。) “When the government breaks the laws, there is nothing the legal system can do.” (當政府違法時，司法機關也無能為力。) “Everyone is treated equally by the government.” (人人皆受到政府的公平對待。) “People have basic necessities like food, clothes, and shelter.” (人們都有東西吃、有衣服穿、有地方住等基本的生活必需品。) “People are free to speak what they think without fear.” (人們可以自由表達他們的想法不用擔心害怕。) “People can join any organization they like without fear.” (人們可以參加任何自己喜歡的組織不用擔心害怕。)
communication, by telephone, by writing letters, or through the Internet)?” (請問你與台灣朋友多久接觸一次？指一對一的接觸，包括講話、打電話、寫信、透過電腦網路等。) Students were given a choice of five responses: “once a week or more”; “once every five or six days”; “once every three or four days”; “once every day or two”; and “once a day.” The first three responses were encoded as seldom and the last two responses were encoded as often.

Identification Assimilation
The question used to measure identification assimilation was, “Did you watch the flag-raising ceremony on New Year’s Day during your stay in Taiwan?” (你來台期間是否有參與元旦升旗之經驗？) Four options were provided: “never”; “yes, but I stayed only for a short while”; “yes, I stayed for some time”; and “I watched the entire process.” During the analysis, the responses were divided into “with” and “without” corresponding experience.

Social Identity
The following question was employed to determine social identity: “How do you feel about the Chinese government? A response of 0 represents a strong dislike, and a response of 10 represents a strong liking.” (你對中國大陸政府的感覺是幾分？0分表示非常不喜歡，10分表示非常喜歡。) The change in value was obtained by subtracting the value of the first dataset from the value of the second dataset. The highest maximal value for this change was ±10. A larger value represents a greater increase in preference for the Chinese government after arriving in Taiwan and a higher degree of change in social identity.

Control Variables
Gender, huiji (household registration type), and participation in extracurricular activities were introduced as control variables in this study. Gender is the control variable most frequently used in demographic analyses. The question employed for assessing household registration type was the following: “Is your household registration in a rural or urban area?” (請問你的戶籍屬於農村或城市？) Students from rural areas are more likely to have received information from fewer sources, and to have more frequently encountered patriotism and loyalty to the CPC compared with students from urban areas. The study anticipated that this social identity caused rural students to be less likely than their urban counterparts to experience a decrease in institutional trust. The question to measure participation in extracurricular activities was, “How many days per week do you participate in extracurricular activities (including activities initiated by Chinese students)?” (請問您平均每週有幾天參加社團活動？含陸生自行發起的活動。) Five options were provided: “none”; “one to two days”; “three to four days”; “five to six days”; and “every day.” During the analysis, the responses were divided into “with” and “without” corresponding experience. Based on the political learning and peer influence concepts of political socialization theory, it was expected that the trust in Mainland China’s
institutions of students who participated in extracurricular activities was likely to be reduced following their visit to Taiwan.

Data Analysis and Discussion

Change in Mainland China Institutional Trust among Chinese Students Studying in Taiwan

When the Chinese students first arrived in Taiwan, their average trust (standard deviation, $SD$) in the CPC, central government, and PLA was 4.57 (1.10), 4.72 (0.97), and 5.18 (0.83), respectively. Four months later, their average trust in these institutions had declined to 4.19 (1.11), 4.42 (1.01), and 4.81 (1.09), respectively. Performing a pairwise $t$ test on the difference between these responses indicated a significant decrease in the average trust that the students had in the three institutions, by 8.75 percent ($p < .001$), 6.36 percent ($p < .01$), and 7.34 percent ($p < .001$), respectively.

When the Chinese students first arrived in Taiwan, their average institutional trust index was 4.84 ($SD = 0.82$). Four months later, their average institutional trust index was 4.47 ($SD = 0.95$). The average value of change in institutional trust was -0.37 ($SD = 0.90$). Performing a pairwise $t$ test on the average values of the institutional trust index within this four-month period indicated that the students’ average institutional trust had decreased significantly by 7.64 percent ($p < .001$). Figure 1 shows that 53.57 percent of the participants experienced a decrease in institutional trust, 24.11 percent experienced an increase, and

Figure 1. Change in Trust in Mainland China’s Institutions among Chinese Students

Source: Author.
Note: Mean = -0.37, $SD = 0.90$, $N = 112$. 
22.32 percent experienced no difference. Overall, 29.46 percent more of the participants experienced a decrease in institutional trust, signifying that the experiences of the Chinese students in Taiwan led more of the visiting students to experience a decrease in trust in the CPC, the central government, and China’s military.

**Regression Analysis of the Change in Institutional Trust among Chinese Students Studying in Taiwan**

The following is a descriptive analysis of the control and independent variables investigated in this study (see appendix 1). Among the 115 Chinese students studying in Taiwan included in this panel study, 74.78 percent were female; 19.13 percent were from rural areas; 59.13 percent participated in extracurricular activities while studying in Taiwan; 29.57 percent visited a local government agency in Taiwan; 89.57 percent visited the National Palace Museum; 48.70 percent interacted frequently with their Taiwanese friends; and 6.96 percent attended the flag-raising ceremony in Taiwan on New Year’s Day. The average value of change in the degree of preference for the Chinese government was -0.36 (SD = 1.65). This signifies that, after arriving in Taiwan, the Chinese students experienced an overall decrease in their preference for the Chinese government. The average value of change in evaluation of the CPC’s performance was -0.12 (SD = 0.50). This signifies that, overall, after staying in Taiwan, the Chinese students held a more negative opinion of the CPC’s performance than they held upon their arrival. The cross-tabulation analysis results of the dependent, independent, and control variables are shown in appendix 2.

The dependent variable in this study was the difference in institutional trust between the two datasets. This is a continuous variable; therefore, the ordinary least squares method was used in the linear regression model to determine the effects of the independent variables on the change in institutional trust. Table 1 shows the results. The F-test statistic of this regression model was 7.71 (p < .001), suggesting that the model had explanatory power for the dependent variable.

Only the responses of the 101 participants were included in the regression model; those of the other fourteen participants were excluded due to incomplete information. To test whether the sample attrition caused selection bias, the 115 participants were classified into two categories based on the inclusion of their responses into the model (both the included and the not-included groups). An independent sample t-test was conducted on the dependent variable (changes in institutional trust). The results showed no significant difference between the two groups. The mean of the included group was -0.37 (SD = 0.92) and that of the not-included group was -0.39 (SD = 0.80). The difference between the two groups was 0.02; however, the result was not statistically significant (p = 0.92). In addition, the independent sample t-test and chi-squared test of independence of the six independent variables and three control variables
showed no significant difference between the two groups, indicating that the sample attrition did not cause any bias. Due to the word count limitation, the detailed figures were not listed.

The regression model showed that, among the control variables, only participation in extracurricular activities had a significant effect on the dependent variable, while the six independent variables had significant effects on the dependent variable. The change in the institutional trust of students who participated in extracurricular activities was greater by 0.14 standard deviations than that of students who did not participate in any extracurricular activities. This result was contrary to the expectation of political socialization theory, which had suggested that participation in extracurricular activities during their stay in Taiwan would not facilitate students’ political learning and that peer influence of Taiwanese students would be insignificant. Therefore, the influence of participation in extracurricular activities on the change in students’ institutional trust may require explanation from the perspective of casual contact theory, with a greater focus on patriotism inspired by threat perception. Nevertheless, further exploration is needed to verify the above assumption.

In terms of the hypothesis of political learning, the change in institutional trust among the Chinese students who visited a local governmental agency in Taiwan was 0.17 standard deviations lower than that of the students who did not visit such an agency. Thus, Hypothesis 1 is supported. The Chinese students who visited a local governmental agency were impressed by the friendliness of staff toward the public compared to the detached bureaucracy of local officials in China, leading to a decrease in their trust in Mainland China’s institutions. The results supported the expected outcomes from political socialization theory in terms of influence of unintended information and events.

Regarding the individual evaluation of performance hypothesis, every 1.0 standard deviation decrease in the CPC’s performance corresponded to a 0.22 standard deviation decrease in institutional trust. Thus, Hypothesis 2 was supported. The experience gained from visiting Taiwan exposed the students to negative information related to the Chinese government. Some of the information even advocated that the Chinese government should learn from the Taiwanese government. Such information resulted in some of the students adopting more democratic standards to evaluate the political performance of the Chinese government, leading to a decline in satisfaction and thus reduced trust in Mainland China’s institutions. This result supported the advocacy of political socialization theory in terms of the influences of school, peers, and the mass media.

Regarding the cultural assimilation hypothesis, the change in institutional trust among the Chinese students who visited the National Palace Museum was 0.17 standard deviations lower than that of the students who did not visit the museum. Thus, Hypothesis 3 is supported. The Chinese students who visited the National Palace Museum likely perceived the distinct contrast between the
destruction of artefacts during China’s Cultural Revolution and the abundance of artefacts preserved by the National Palace Museum. This difference in treatment of artefacts may have caused the Chinese students to question the administration of the CPC, leading to decreased institutional trust. This result supported social contact theory in terms of the impact of understanding and knowledge of outgroups.

Regarding the structural assimilation hypothesis, the change in institutional trust among the Chinese students who frequently interacted with their Taiwanese friends was 0.21 standard deviations lower than that of the students who did not interact as frequently. Thus, Hypothesis 4 is supported. The interaction between the Chinese students and their Taiwanese counterparts can be classified as interactions with true acquaintances. The mutual understanding and trust that are generated from such interactions have caused the Chinese students to be more likely to agree with their Taiwanese friends’ negative evaluations of the CPC, the central government, and China’s military, leading to the decrease of trust in Mainland China’s institutions. This result supported the advocation of social contact theory in terms of the influence of empathy developed through contact with true acquaintances.

Regarding the identification assimilation hypothesis, the change in institutional trust among the Chinese students who attended the flag-raising ceremony on New Year’s Day in Taiwan was 0.19 standard deviations lower than that of the students who did not attend the ceremony. Thus, Hypothesis 5 is supported. The psychological attachment of the students who attended the ceremony had extended beyond an approval of the Taiwanese government’s performance to become a desire to be governed by the Taiwanese government. This represents a more thorough abandonment of the CPC, the central government, and China’s military. This result supported the hypothesis on the in-depth influences of political learning, political performance evaluation, cultural assimilation, and structural assimilation.

Regarding the social identity hypothesis, every 1.0 standard deviation increase in preference for the Chinese government corresponded to a 0.36 standard deviation increase of trust in Mainland China’s institutions. Thus, Hypothesis 6 is supported. Chinese students studying in Taiwan are likely to hear more negative information regarding China. This may challenge their self-esteem and stimulate patriotism, leading the students to have an improved image of the Chinese government, and, in turn, to increase their trust in Mainland China’s institutions. This result supported social contact theory in terms of the effect of threat perception following casual contact.

**Conclusion**

Can political socialization in Taiwan change the political attitudes of Chinese students studying in Taiwan, transforming them into critical citizens? The results of the present study show that after four months of living and studying
Table 1. Ordinary Least Squares Regression Modeling of the Factors for Change in Trust in Mainland China’s Institutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B Value</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>Beta Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visited a local government agency in Taiwan</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>0.17*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(No is the reference group)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in level of satisfaction with the CPC’s performance</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.16*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visited the National Palace Museum</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-0.52</td>
<td>0.25*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(No is the reference group)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of interactions with Taiwanese friends</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>0.15*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Seldom is the reference group)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended the flag raising ceremony on New Year’s Day</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-0.68</td>
<td>0.29*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(No is the reference group)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in preference for the Chinese government</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.05***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (Male is the reference group)</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household registration (Urban is the reference group)</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in extracurricular activities</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.16+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(No is the reference group)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of responses</td>
<td>101</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R^2 )</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Adj. } R^2 )</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Error of Estimate</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F )</td>
<td>7.71***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author.

Notes: +: \( p < .1 \); *: \( p < .05 \); ***: \( p < .001 \).

in Taiwan, the Chinese students’ trust in the Chinese institutions of the CPC, the central government, and the military decreased significantly by an average of 0.37 (7.64 percent). Among these students, 53.57 percent experienced a decrease in their trust in Mainland China’s institutions. This can be viewed as their transformation into critical citizens, that is, people who are more likely to criticize government performance and resist authority. The academic and practical value of the present research findings are as follows.

First, an institutional trust scale with satisfactory reliability and validity was developed. The scale contained items to measure trust in the CPC, the
central government, and the PLA. The constructed items passed examination of the exploratory factor analysis and had an acceptable construct validity. In addition, the Cronbach’s α of the scale was 0.80, indicating good internal consistency. Second, this study uncovered the factors that had a significant impact on the changes in the institutional trust of individuals. In addition to inheriting from existing studies the influence of life experiences on changes in individuals’ institutional trust, this study focused on the effects of political learning processes and intergroup contact. Based on the theories of political socialization and social contact, and by integrating the theory of assimilation and social identity, this study proposed six hypotheses regarding the changes in the institutional trust of Chinese students who were studying in Taiwan. The empirical results supported all the hypotheses. Factors that led to a decrease in institutional trust among the Chinese students were visiting a local government agency in Taiwan, visiting the National Palace Museum, frequently interacting with Taiwanese friends, attending the flag-raising ceremony on New Year’s Day, a more negative evaluation of the CPC’s performance, and a decreased preference for the Chinese government.

The practical value of this study lies in its more accurate determination of the impact of cross-Strait civil exchanges than offered in previous research; political recommendations are proposed accordingly. Research on the political influence of Chinese students studying in Taiwan has tended to be limited to the levels of perception and identity. The viewpoints of the studies have differed noticeably due to the different political positions of the authors. The findings of this study reveal that the impact of such exchanges has expanded to the identity of the subjects. According to the study’s findings, if we wish to change the level of trust in China’s CPC, central government, and military among Chinese students studying in Taiwan, the following four approaches may be fruitful. First, publicize government performance. Taiwanese local governments and the National Palace Museum are excellent examples of the Taiwanese government’s performance, but they were not visited by 70.43 percent and 10.43 percent of the Chinese students, respectively. Second, encourage cross-Strait friendships. Close friendships between the Chinese and Taiwanese students resulted in mutual understanding and trust, leading to empathy for Taiwan’s political situation and allowing the Chinese students to achieve structural assimilation. However, only 48.70 percent of the Chinese students frequently interacted with their Taiwanese friends. Third, encourage discussions among peers. Political discussions among Chinese students, and the resulting exchange of experiences, can enhance the effects of assimilation with Taiwan, and can change the students’ evaluation of the CPC’s performance. Finally, avoid cross-Strait confrontations. Political discussions in which each party insists on his or her own viewpoint do nothing to promote assimilation and mutual understanding and instead stimulate each other’s patriotism, leading to antagonism. Thus, we should bolster the understanding of Taiwanese students regarding cross-Strait relations and the current situation in China to help them
to engage in rational exchanges with Chinese students.

Based on the findings, future research should focus in two directions. First, the change in preference for the Chinese government among the Chinese students should be examined. After arriving in Taiwan, the Chinese students experienced an overall decrease in their preference for the Chinese government. The average change in preference was -0.36 (1.65). Second, the change in evaluation of the CPC’s performance among the Chinese students should be examined. Overall, the Chinese students experienced a more negative evaluation of the CPC’s performance after arriving in Taiwan. The average change in the students’ evaluation was -0.12 (0.50). Examining these changes in political attitudes could expand academic knowledge and facilitate the development of policies that can promote the democratization of China.

These findings and recommendations are limited to Chinese students who participated in a short-term exchange program at one university in Taiwan and, therefore, cannot be generalized to all Chinese students studying in Taiwan. However, because of the lack of research in this area, and, as the topic is of great importance, this preliminary study was proposed to serve as a reference and basis for subsequent research. Future studies are recommended to expand the research subjects to students from Mainland China who arrive in Taiwan to study for academic degrees. In addition, although the findings of the study show that the experience of studying in Taiwan can facilitate Chinese students’ transformation into critical citizens, it does not mean that a movement similar to the “anti-extradition bill” protests in Hong Kong will soon occur in China. In addition to the fact that the students who studied in Taiwan accounted for only a small proportion of all Chinese students, their political attitude could be reversed due to the influence of political socialization following their return to Mainland China. Nevertheless, the changes caused by the experience of studying in Taiwan has sown the seeds of democracy in China. If such a trend were maintained, China’s democratic transformation could still be expected.
## Appendix 1. Descriptive Statistics of the Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>First Survey</th>
<th>Second Survey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Sd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional Trust</td>
<td>Trust in the CPC</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trust in the central government</td>
<td>4.72</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trust in the PLA</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Learning</td>
<td>Visited local government agencies</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Did not visit local government agencies</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Performance</td>
<td>Satisfaction with the governance of the CPC</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural Assimilation</td>
<td>Visited the National Palace Museum</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Did not visit the National Palace Museum</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Assimilation</td>
<td>Frequent interaction with Taiwanese friends</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Little interaction with Taiwanese friends</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification Assimilation</td>
<td>Watched the flag-raising ceremony on New Year’s Day</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Did not watch the flag-raising ceremony on New Year’s Day</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Identity</td>
<td>Preference toward the Chinese government</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Registration</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extracurricular Activities</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author.
## Appendix 2. Cross Tabulation Analysis of the Dependent, Independent, and Control Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent and Control Variables</th>
<th>Changes in Institutional Trust</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduced (%)</td>
<td>Unchanged (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visited a local government agency in Taiwan</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>66.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>33.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in level of satisfaction with the CPC’s performance</td>
<td>Reduced</td>
<td>66.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
<td>12.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased</td>
<td>21.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visited the National Palace Museum</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>95.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of interactions with Taiwanese friends</td>
<td>Seldom</td>
<td>45.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Often</td>
<td>54.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended the flag raising ceremony on New Year’s Day</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>91.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>8.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in preference for the Chinese government</td>
<td>Reduced</td>
<td>60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
<td>25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>21.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>78.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household registration</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>76.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>23.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in extracurricular activities</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>43.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>56.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author.

Notes: The percentages in the table refer to the percentage of a given figure of the column total.